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6OQNOX - SARIAH LOPEZ
Dare to descend into the Underdark in this
adventure for the world’s greatest roleplaying game The Underdark is a subterranean
wonderland, a vast and twisted labyrinth
where fear reigns. It is the home of horriﬁc
monsters that have never seen the light of
day. It is here that the dark elf Gromph
Baenre, Archmage of Menzoberranzan,
casts a foul spell meant to ignite a magical
energy that suﬀuses the Underdark and
tears open portals to the demonic Abyss.
What steps through surprises even him,

and from that moment on, the insanity
that pervades the Underdark escalates
and threatens to shake the Forgotten
Realms to its foundations. Stop the madness before it consumes you! A Dungeons
& Dragons® adventure for characters of
levels 1–15
Drizzt Do’Urden has settled in the
windswept towns of Icewind Dale. There,
he encounters a young barbarian named
Wulfgar, captured in a raid and made the
ward of a grizzled dwarf name Bruenor.
With Drizzt’s help, Wulfgar will grow from

a feral child to a man with the heart of a
dwarf, the instincts of a savage, and the
soul of a hero. But it will take even more
than that to defeat the demonic power of
Crenshininbon, the fabled Crystal Shard.
DRIZZT RETURNS TO THE UNDERDARK!
“After a quarter of a century, R.A. Salvatore just keeps getting better and better,
and The Companions is another masterful
leap forward for one of the greatest fantasy epics of all time.” —Philip Athans, bestselling author of Annihilation and Writing
Monsters R.A. Salvatore Archmage The
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pall that had descended over the North is
gone, and a new day has dawned on a victorious Mithral Hall, but no matter how
bright things seem on the surface, Drizzt
and his companions know that what lurks
just under their feet remains steeped in
evil and charged with unimaginable power. The dark elves of Menzoberranzan, including the powerful Archmage Gromph,
aren’t done with Drizzt yet. And consumed
by their own power struggles, feeling
backed into a corner, the drow may just be
desperate enough to call on demonic
forces from the deepest reaches of the
Abyss, and unleash a disaster even the Underdark could never have prepared for.
Archmage has everything Drizzt’s fans
crave: action, adventure, characters that
resonate with equal measures of warrior
spirit and deep compassion, and no shortage of wicked dark elves!
Reviews over 400 seminal games from
1975 to 2015. Each entry shares articles
on the genre, mod suggestions and hints
on how to run the games on modern hardware.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technolo-
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gy and their world. The core belief that
Popular Science and our readers share:
The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces
that will help make it better.
Against all odds, Drizzt and Dahlia join
forces in the aftermath of battle, united in
their desire for vengeance against the
sorceress who destroyed Neverwinter The
last of the Companions has fallen. Now
Drizzt Do’Urden is alone—and free—for the
ﬁrst time in almost one hundred years.
Guilt mingles with relief, leaving Drizzt
uniquely vulnerable to the persuasions of
Dahlia, a darkly alluring elf and the only
other member of their Gauntlgrym search
party to survive the cataclysm at Mount
Hotenow. But traveling with Dahlia is challenging in more ways than one. As the pair
seeks revenge on the sorceress responsible for leveling Neverwinter—and nearly
Luskan as well—Drizzt ﬁnds his usual moral certainty swept away by her unconventional views. Forced to see the dark deeds
to which circumstance may drive a common man, Drizzt begins to ﬁnd himself on
the wrong side of the law in an eﬀort to
protect those the law has failed. As old enemies acquire deadly allies, Drizzt and
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Dahlia quickly ﬁnd themselves embroiled
in battle—a state he's coming to enjoy a little too much. Neverwinter is the second
book in the Neverwinter Saga and the
twenty-fourth installment in the Legend of
Drizzt series.
This accessory provides a wealth of highly
detailed information about one of the most
popular regions of the Forgotten Realms
world. In addition to new spells, monsters,
magic items, and prestige classes native
to the region, "Silver Marches" also includes a poster map and many detailed adventure sites.
The Lord of the Rings meets Moneyball in
this unique and authoritative book on Dungeons & Dragons—from the game’s origins
through its rise to cultural prominence,
and its ripple eﬀect on popular culture today. Even if you’ve never played Dungeons & Dragons, you probably know
someone who has (whether or not they’re
willing to admit it). Released in 1974—decades before video games and the Internet took over the gaming world—Dungeons & Dragons became one of the original nerd subcultures, and is still revered
by over thirty million fans today. Now
Forbes senior editor David M. Ewalt ex-
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plores the rich history of the game, revealing the magic that enlivened his youth,
and has since re-entered his adult life in a
whole new way. From its roots on the
battleﬁelds of ancient Europe, through the
hysteria that linked it to satanic rituals and
teen suicides, and to its apotheosis as father of the modern video game industry,
Of Dice and Men recounts the development of a game played by some of most
fascinating people in the world. Chronicling the surprising history of D&D’s origins (one largely unknown even to hardcore players) while examining the game’s
profound impact, Ewalt weaves laser-sharp
cultural analysis with his own present-day
gaming experiences. An enticing blend of
history, journalism, narrative and memoir,
Of Dice and Men sheds light on America’s
most popular (and widely misunderstood)
form of collaborative entertainment.

glory, prophecy, and ancient forces comingle in the shadows cast by war. Agents of
the Shadovar lurk in the corners of Candlekeep in search of the arcane secrets that
will power their war machine toward Myth
Drannor. Gods and their Chosen run amok,
all in a gambit to seize power. And a threat
foretold by an ancient seer stirs. At the
heart of it all, Mystra, the great Goddess of
Magic, has withdrawn from the world. Without her protection, Elminster, her greatest
champion, fears for the nascent Weave,
the fabric of magic Mystra wields to bind
Faerûn. Will the Nightseer Shar, mistress
of the great and fearsome Shadovar, seize
the opportunity to blanket the world with
her Shadow Weave? With the help of
Storm Silverhand and his protégé
Amarune, Elminster works frantically to
strengthen the Weave’s tethers and forestall what seems an inevitable reckoning.
But other interests machinate for their
own sinister ends. As the Sundering draws
nigh, Elminster and his heroic cohort must
see the signs for what they are. The choice
of worlds lies in the balance.
Diabolical dangers await in this adventure
for the world’s greatest roleplaying game.
Welcome to Baldur’s Gate, a city of ambi-

tion and corruption. You’ve just started
your adventuring career, but already ﬁnd
yourself embroiled in a plot that sprawls
from the shadows of Baldur’s Gate to the
front lines of the planes-spanning Blood
War! Do you have what it takes to turn infernal war machines and nefarious contracts against the archdevil Zariel and her
diabolical hordes? And can you ever hope
to ﬁnd your way home safely when pitted
against the inﬁnite evils of the Nine Hells?
• This heroic Dungeons & Dragons adventure book takes players from levels 1 to 13
as they journey through Baldur’s Gate and
into Avernus, the ﬁrst layer of the Nine
Hells. • Baldur's Gate is among the most
iconic locations in fantasy culture. A mist-cloaked metropolis on the Sword Coast,
it’s a place of history and a home to
heroes. • The book introduces the infernal
war machines to ﬁfth edition D&D—battle-ready vehicles, which you can customize as you blast oﬀ into the Blood War.
• Dungeon Masters will entice their heroes
with devils’ deals, designed to lure adventurers with the ultimate temptations of
power and treasure. • Created in 1974,
D&D transformed gaming culture by blending traditional fantasy with miniatures and

In the 6th and ﬁnal book of the multi-author Sundering series launched by New
York Times best-selling author R.A. Salvatore, Ed Greenwood, the creator of the Forgotten Realms®, further chronicles the exploits of Elminster as he ﬁghts for the future of Faerûn. Chaos grips Faerûn as vain-
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wargaming. Fifth edition D&D draws from
every prior edition to create a universally
compelling play experience
A thrilling and dark new epic fantasy adventure begins, perfect for fans of Glen
Cook and Joe Abercrombie. When Aoleyn
loses her parents, she is left to fend for
herself among a tribe of vicious barbarians. Bound by rigid traditions, she
dreams of escaping to the world beyond
her mountain home. The only hope for
achieving the kind of freedom she searches for is to learn how to wield the mysterious power used by the tribe’s coven
known as the Song of Usgar. Thankfully,
Aoleyn may be the strongest witch to have
ever lived, but magic comes at price. Not
only has her abilities caught the eye of the
brutish warlord that leads the tribe, but
the demon of the mountain hunts all who
wield the Coven’s power, and Aoleyn’s talent has made her a beacon in the night.
Child of a Mad God is the ﬁrst book in bestselling author R. A. Salvatore's The Coven
series. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
This product provides an in-depth exploration of Menzoberranzan, the greatest drow
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city in the Dungeons & Dragons game and
Forgotten Realms campaign setting. It contains all of the information a Dungeon Master needs to run adventures or an entire
campaign based in the treacherous city, including descriptions of city locations, drow
houses, key organizations, and the precarious political landscape. It gives players the
information they need to create characters
who are members of drow houses or organizations within Menzoberranzan, as
well as explains the beneﬁts and rivalries
that come with choosing a particular allegiance. Includes a full-color, fold-out
poster map of Menzoberranzan, the fabled
drow city.
An all-new adventure of epic scope and
ﬂair that combines the elements of storytelling and action that make every campaign so fun! When war threatens the
Moonshae Isles, legendary heroes return
to defeat the forces of an unthinkable foe.
The Forgotten Realms are changed forever
as young wizard Helene and her friends
grow from raw recruits on the streets of
Mintarn into powerful warriors.
Take a stand against the giants in this adventure for the world’s greatest roleplay-
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ing game Giants have emerged from their
strongholds to threaten civilization as never before. Hill giants are stealing all the
grain and livestock they can while stone
giants have been scouring settlements
that have been around forever. Fire giants
are press-ganging the smallfolk into the
desert, while frost giant longships have
been pillaging along the Sword Coast.
Even the elusive cloud giants have been
witnessed, their wondrous ﬂoating cities
appearing above Waterdeep and Baldur’s
Gate. Where is the storm giant King Hekaton, who is tasked with keeping order
among the giants? The humans, dwarves,
elves, and other small folk of the Sword
Coast will be crushed underfoot from the
onslaught of these giant foes. The only
chance at survival is for the small folk to
work together to investigate this invasion
and harness the power of rune magic, the
giants’ weapon against their ancient enemy the dragons. The only way the people
of Faerun can restore order is to use the
giants’ own power against them. To defeat
giants, you need to be giant!
Computer role-playing games (CRPGs) are
a special genre of computer games that
bring the tabletop role-playing experience
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of games such as Dungeons & Dragons to
the computer screen. Thisnew edition inlcudes two new chapters: The Modern Age,
and a chapter on Indies and Mobile CRPGs.
The new modern age chapter will cover,
among other topics, Kickstarter/FIG crowdfunded projects such as Torment: Tides of
Numenera and Pillars of Eternity. It'll also
bring the book up to date with major
games such as Dragon Age, Witcher,
Skyrim. Expanded info in ﬁrst chapter
about educational potential of CRPGs. Color ﬁgures will be introduced for the ﬁrst
time. Key Features gives reviews of hundreds of games across many platforms.
comprehensive book covering the history
of computer RPGs. comprehensive index
at the back, letting you quickly look up
your favourite titles
"In this great and intricate web of life,
souls of nobodies meet, intertwine, and
shake the fates around them."In a land
brimming with monsters and magic, three
journeys begin. An orphan rogue tracks an
interplanar beast that took her sister. A
Dark Elf and Dwarf must survive as runaways from their underground homes. And
a group of adventurers investigates the
murder of a high priest on a quest that

takes them deep into desert ruins and
against the rising forces of evil around
them.

games forever. Contains extensive new
material from the DLCs for all three
games--including the award-winning "Lair
of the Shadow Broker" from Mass Eﬀect 2
and the fan-favorite "Citadel" from Mass
Eﬀect 3. Experience the evolution of the
aliens, planets, ships, and technology that
deﬁne this iconic science ﬁction universe,
as the developers who brought BioWare's
masterpiece to life take you from the earliest design sketches through to the meticulous ﬁnal renders. Brimming with concept
art and commentary, this expanded edition is the ultimate companion to one of
the greatest series in the history of gaming!
Drizzt joins Bruenor on his quest for the fabled dwarven kingdom of Gauntlgrym:
ruins said to be rich with ancient treasure
and arcane lore. But before they even get
close, another drow and dwarf pair stumbles across it ﬁrst: Jarlaxle and Athrogate.
In their search for treasure and magic, Jarlaxle and Athrogate inadvertently set into
motion a catastrophe that could spell disaster for the unsuspecting people of the city
of Neverwinter—a catastrophe big enough
to lure even the mercenary Jarlaxle into
risking his own coin and skin to stop it. Un-

Tracing the evolution of fantasy gaming
from its origins in tabletop war and collectible card games to contemporary web-based live action and massive multi-player games, this book examines the archetypes and concepts within the fantasy gaming genre alongside the roles and functions of the game players themselves.
Other topics include: how The Hobbit and
The Lord of the Rings helped shape fantasy gaming through Tolkien’s obsessive attention to detail and virtual world building;
the community-based fellowship embraced by players of both play-by-post and
persistent browser-based games, despite
the fact that these games are fundamentally solo experiences; the origins of gamebooks and interactive ﬁction; and the evolution of online gaming in terms of technological capabilities, media richness, narrative structure, coding authority, and participant roles.
Expanded with never before seen works of
art, this new edition delves deeper than ever into the sci-ﬁ saga that changed video
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fortunately, the more they uncover about
the secret of Gauntlgrym, the more it
looks like they can’t stop it on their own.
They’ll need help, and from the last people
they ever thought to ﬁght alongside again:
Drizzt and Bruenor.
Thread of Souls is a sprawling eight-book
epic fantasy series based oﬀ a D&D campaign. These stories weave a world of
deep history, cultures, and lore with a fascinating pantheon of good and evil gods.
Adventure across the vast world of Corventos while diving right into the heart and
soul of a diverse and colorful cast of characters whose passions, strengths, and failures drive the story. In the third installment of this haunting series talkative Dark
Elf cleric Taliesin ﬁnds himself ﬂung across
the planes with his companions. Accidentally pulled through a portal, he enters a
land of danger and intrigue far diﬀerent
than anything he's ever seen. All he wants
is to ﬁnd a way back home. But that is
complicated by the tantalizing promise of
answers. Answers to the very question he
ran away from home for. Where have all
the spiders gone? Taliesin must navigate
dubious alliances, slave auctions, and
blood rituals on his quest. And with each
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new challenge vanquished he becomes a
more capable spellcaster than he's ever
been. But for the young and impulsive
Dark Elf, there is no personal risk too great
for what he wants. And now he must
weigh the cost of answers against the danger to those he cares for most, as well as
to his own soul. Thread of Souls is a mustread fantasy epic that blends swords and
sorcery, dragons and mythical creatures,
and fully realized locations that take your
breath away. From the desert wastelands
of the Expanse, down the twisting caverns
of the Deep Hollows, through the beautiful
streets of the Elven capital city, and all the
way to the icy tundra home of the Citadel.
The books in Thread of Souls' "Spider Octology" currently include: Book 1 - Phantom Five Book 2 - Ash & Thunder Book 3 Path of the Spiders Book 4 - Set to be released summer 2022 And more to come!
Explore the waves above and the fathoms
below in these watery adventures for the
world’s greatest roleplaying game. “D&D
acolytes are everywhere...Tech workers
from Silicon Valley to Brooklyn have longrunning campaigns, and the showrunners
and the novelist behind ‘Game of Thrones’
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have all been Dungeon Masters.”—Neima
Jahromi, The New Yorker Ghosts of Saltmarsh brings classic adventures into ﬁfth
edition Dungeons & Dragons. This adventure book combines some of the most popular classic adventures from the ﬁrst edition of Dungeons & Dragons including the
classic “U” series, plus some of the best
nautical adventures from the history of
Dungeon Magazine: Sinister Secret of Saltmarsh, Danger at Dunwater, Salvage Operation, Isle of the Abbey, The Final Enemy,
Tammeraut’s Fate, The Styes. • Ghosts of
Salt Marsh includes a variety of seafaring
adventures, enough to take characters
from level 1 to level 12. • This supplement
introduces the port town of Saltmarsh, the
perfect starting point for a nautical campaign. • Each adventure can be played individually, inserted into your ongoing
game or combined into a single epic nautical campaign. • Dungeon Masters will ﬁnd
rules for ships and sea travel, deck plans
for various vessels, an appendix with rules
for new and classic monsters, and much
more. • Dungeons & Dragons is the
world’s greatest roleplaying game. Created in 1974, D&D transformed gaming culture by blending traditional fantasy with
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miniatures and wargaming.
Reduced to ruins by supernatural cataclysms, Neverwinter rises from the ashes
to reclaim its title as the Jewel of the
North. Yet even as its citizens return and
rebuild, hidden forces pursue their own
goals and vendettas, any one of which
could tear the city apart. Neverwinter has
long been one of the most popular locations in the Forgotten Realms® campaign
world. This book presents a complete heroic-tier campaign setting that plunges players into the politics, skullduggery, and peril of a city on the brink of destruction or
greatness. A wealth of information about
Neverwinter and its environs is provided:
maps, quests, encounters, and statistics -everything a Dungeon Master needs for
his heroic tier adventures.
With nothing left to lose, Drizzt and
Bruenor begin an arduous search for the
lost dwarven kingdom of Gauntlgrym The
peace between the dwarves of Mithral Hall
and the orcish Kingdom of Many-Arrows
has not come without its costs. But even
grief and old age cannot dissuade Bruenor
Battlehammer from pursuing his dream of
ﬁnding the fabled kingdom of Gauntlgrym—ruins said to be rich with ancient

treasure and arcane lore. As always, Drizzt
Do’Urden is at his side, ready to make the
most of his friend’s ﬁnal years. But Jarlaxle
and Athrogate are two steps ahead. In
their own search for treasure and magic,
Jarlaxle and Athrogate inadvertently set into motion a catastrophe that could spell
disaster for the unsuspecting people of the
city of Neverwinter—a catastrophe big
enough to lure even the mercenary Jarlaxle into risking his own coin and skin to
stop it. Unfortunately, the more they uncover about the secret of Gauntlgrym, the
more it looks like they can’t stop it on their
own. They’ll need help from the last people they ever thought to ﬁght alongside
again: Drizzt and Bruenor. Gauntlgrym is
the ﬁrst book in the Neverwinter Saga and
the twenty-third installment in the Legend
of Drizzt series.
Forgotten Realms setting creator Ed Greenwood reveals the ghosts and their haunts
within the Realms. This module is for beginning DMs and players. It explores a new location: the "haunted" area north of
Cormyr.

cellent resource for game developers. Focused on both the theory and practice of
the four main aspects of quests (spaces,
objects, actors, and challenges) each theoretical section is followed by a practical
section that contains exercises using the
Neverwinter Nigh
Provides information on the origins, tactics, myths, and lairs of a variety of undead creatures and threats encountered in
the game of Dungeons and Dragons.
Dice and miscellany for the world's greatest roleplaying game EXPLORE THE
REALMS! Let Laeral Silverhand-Open Lord
of Waterdeep, centuries-old archmage,
and daughter of the goddess of magic-guide you on your path to adventure. INCLUDES · Eleven Dice (two d20s, one d12,
two d10s, one d8, four d6s, one d4) · Twenty illustrated, double-sided cards detailing
Laeral’s expert insights on key characters,
locations, and lore from across the Forgotten RealmsTM. · A durable, felt-lined box
that functions as two dice trays. · Foldout
double-sided map of the Sword Coast and
the city of Waterdeep (11” x 16”)
The bestselling, classic, ﬁrst-ever Fighting
Fantasy title, relaunched for a new generation.

This unique take on quests, incorporating
literary and digital theory, provides an ex-
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Packed with art and visual reference materials used during development of the
game, this deluxe, hardcover volume is a
must-have for fans of Final Fantasy VII Remake. Final Fantasy VII Remake: Material
Ultimania presents a comprehensive collection of production art and CG art assets, including character models and illustrations,
locations and backgrounds, accessories,
weapons, enemies, and more, all accompanied by staﬀ commentary. This volume
also includes detailed costume references,
cutscene storyboards, song liner notes
from the sound staﬀ, and Q & A interviews
with the Japanese voice actors. At over
300 pages, this full-color, jacketed, hardcover book is a visual tribute to the stunning new rendition of one of the most
beloved RPGs of all time.
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This essential supplement for the 4th Edition Dungeons & Dragons Fantasy Roleplaying Game presents exciting new builds
for the game's most popular classes: the
cleric, the druid, the paladin, the ranger,
and the warlock.
Classic short stories that expand the epic
Legend of Drizzt®! For years, the Legend
of Drizzt has included short stories published in Forgotten Realms® anthologies
and Dragon™ magazine. Collected here for
the ﬁrst time are all the classic stories—and one all new tale—by The New
York Times best-selling author R.A. Salvatore! From the startling origin of Drizzt’s
panther companion, to the tale of Jarlaxle
and Entreri’s ﬁrst encounter with the dragon sisters, the tales in The Collected Stories enrich this epic series, and many are
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available here for the ﬁrst time in years.
From the BioWare's isometric role-playing
roots to its intense space operas and living
worlds, chart the legendary game studio's
ﬁrst 25 years in this massive retrospective. BioWare - Stories and Secrets from
25 Years of Game Development puts you
in the room during key moments in
BioWare's history, with never-before-seen
art and photos anchored by candid stories
from developers past and present. See
what it took to make games in those wild
early days. Pore over details of secret, cancelled projects. Discover the genesis of
beloved characters and games. Presented
and designed by Dark Horse Books, this
tribute to BioWare's legacy is a must-have
for any fan of the best stories you can
play.
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